in dedication to those i honor
references:
all knowing spirit of the galaxy: freemasons are the true ideological origin of the all knowing
spirit of the galaxy and based on merit they assessed my situation and taught myself all seeing
eye ideology based on the eye of providence - they gave me permission to update it with my
perspective (i have achieved what was required on this page - their ideology was adapted by
myself in the last 2 years with permission in efforts of preservation: this ideology did not make it
to the non-digital other than myself for some time) - this ideology has been under intellectual
property theft conspiracy by the vatican against myself and the masons with aggressive,
sickening, and obscene psyop including an agenda to redesign and/or eliminate the eye of
providence from the american 1 dollar bill

the origin of the name universal aspects involved myself being queried by masons asking my
favorite word at least twice (it involved a cover up process for debating), aspect was my highest
neural attribution (later when asked my highest taste for a word it became a trinary: aspect -
spirit - spirituality). i was conveyed their best ideology on aspects and it was the all knowing
spirit of the galaxy. it has been subject to intellectual property theft extremes accusing myself
Chapter 1: Natural Law Systems
natural law definition: the mechanics of the universe, aka the laws of nature that compose &
govern the universe. natural laws are the universe's inbuilt mechanics.

scientific laws of the universe: the factual mechanics of the universe
The Natural Laws of the Universe

- the natural laws of the universe originate perpetual creation and destruction
- natural laws provide the structure of the universe's mechanics
- the natural laws of the universe are static and immutable, they cannot be altered or broken
- there are natural laws which enable open source interaction with mechanics
- science: mapping the scientific laws of the universe
- understanding natural law ideology is a key to every single field of science
- the key to figuring out any cure in the universe is based on finding the unknown natural law mechanics
- the universe's natural laws are perfect and can be theorycrafted through a system of estimating perfection and patterns

"an old tree is a masterpiece created by the laws of nature." ~Phillip Walker
Purposes of Natural Laws

- perpetuation of life in the universe
- governing the mechanics of time and physicality

Natural Laws & The Occult
- part of the occult is the study and application of natural law (e.g. unknown psychology)
- the occultists seek to keep knowledge of natural laws from the public
- occult knowledge of unknown natural laws yields high ground for psychological warfare
- a potential occult meaning of the Holy Spirit is the order behind the natural laws of the universe
Time

time definition: the forward movement of the present moment.

• time is a natural law based system
• time trinary: past, present, future (this system applies to all living beings)
• time is one of the foundations of existence
• perception of time is variable - objective time is immutable
• new age ideology denies time and misjudges linearity

Time is Not an Illusion
• time is a requisite of existence, a requisite of creation
• time is necessary for a sequence of events to transpire, time is what makes a sequence of events possible
• motion is not possible without time
• there are hi-tech neural interface designs of ‘timelessness’ which in fact have a time duration
• a lot of people say time is an illusion but not one has a practical model of reality without time
• opinion: time travel is pseudo-science
• the premise of time travel does not make time an illusion, in the event that time travel is legitimate; time would exist with open source mechanics and one would still have their own personal set of experienced linear time tied to perception
• opinion: the true fourth dimension of reality is time, and it is as far from an illusion as anything can get
3 Dimensional Space

- 3 dimensional space is another core component of the universe
- theory: the 4th dimension of reality is time
The Electromagnetic Spectrum

Mechanics:
- electromagnetic waves are technically energy
- brainwaves are electromagnetic waves
- pinpoint beams or electromagnetic fields (EMF) are used
- two intersecting electromagnetic beams create a new waveform at the convergence point
- electromagnetic natural laws are a form of often invisible energy

invisible, silent, requires no medium, unlimited firepower, low cost once the hardware & methods are established, and travels at the speed of light. slow kill, fast kill, mind reading, open source mind control, ability to reproduce any torture in existence, cloning or creation of all the universe’s library of senses, any mental variable able to be applied anywhere on the body, any sound or voice internally inducible into the mind, remote tracking of individuals via bio signatures, remote electronics hacking and surveillance, environmental scanning, holograms, virtual reality, augmented reality, surgery capable, sleep or blackout inducible, able to control the body, augmentation or inhibiting of strength and endurance, body design capability, brain & body implant control, and radio frequency towers are being installed worldwide covertly armed to carry out these tasks. electromagnetic weaponry is the ultimate weapon.

Ideology:
- black project technology & black project science
- research and development (RnD)
- rf energy and ai are the ultimate warfare methodology
The Sonic Spectrum

- sonic natural laws are a potent form of cosmic energy
- sonic warfare is inferior to rf weaponry
- sound requires a medium (e.g. an atmospheric environment)
Biology

- every form of biology is subject to the biological laws of the universe
Chemistry

- every chemical compound is subject to the chemistry laws of the universe
Brain Wave Mapping

- black projects have figured out consciousness is highly electromagnetic. Public science lists 5 brainwave types, in truth there are over 100,000 different brain waves. Each different component of reality has brainwaves in relation to it.
- comprehensive black projects active since the 1970s have been mapping variables of consciousness
- all variables of consciousness can be reproduced by end game technology
- all concepts and frames of mind can be mapped with brainwave mapping
- mapping the emotion library of the universe - emotion chart mapping
- the sense library of the universe - sense chart mapping
- all physical realities can be reproduced as visuals in the imagination or applied to the body
- all concepts and frames of mind can be cloned into another person's experience (i.e. covertly and overtly)
- mapping all static knowledge in existence through brain waves is possible
- illusory & truthful beliefs are being categorized in black projects (while military & intel sources blatantly lie about their own level of knowledge)
- black project machine learning is heavily based on surveillance of the global population
- ai method: maps of all thought forms
- ai method: tastes of a person applied to all thought forms to be used as a filter
- ai method: mapping all correlative thought in artificial intelligence
- black project brain wave mapping: a guide to end game science possibilities (e.g. all scientific laws of the universe can be mapped)

"Some of the limits of science have been obtained in black projects."
~Phillip Walker
Consciousness

- each category of consciousness has its own library of variables.

Brainwaves
- Public science postulates that there are only 5 brainwaves, this is actually brain entrainment. In actuality there are over 1,000,000 brainwaves.
Mind Programming Explained

aspects of mind programming:
• predictive programming definition: inciting an action that causes a predicted reaction
• anchoring definition: the development of mind programming foundations
• conditioning definition: establishing & strengthening neural pathways through repetition
• trigger definition: strong reactionary mind programming related to a particular premise
• association - associative programming (e.g. guilt by association, discrediting by association)
• rationalization - used in psychological warfare to persuade belief & behavioral modification
• belief - beliefs are tied to the mind programming matrix - the mind matrix often serves notions that align with one's beliefs. beliefs are a prioritized focus of the black ops crime syndicate
• projection - people perceive aspects of themselves in others
• perception - mark passio: perception is not objective reality - our job is to align the two
• occulted neuro-linguistic programming (NLP) definition: the mind programming tied to language

mind programming details:
• mind programming is universal to consciousness: all living beings have mind programming
• mind programming can be positive or negative (or both)
• every different conceived thought has programming related to it - the natural laws of the mind
• people who have been firmly programmed with deception often have no capability to see reason in a conflicting point of view - character flaws enhance programming susceptibility
Genetics

- genetic sciences incorporate the mechanics of the universe
- mechanical laws dictate genetic systems
- frequency science is the apex methodology for genetic alteration
Soul

- the soul is categorized in universal aspects
- the ingredients of consciousness dictate soul categorization and attributes
- the most important aspect of reality is soul on a basis of perception
- theory: soul is created by an all-encompassing spiritual plane

Reincarnation

a high tech inter-planar grid controls the reincarnation of individuals
Planes

- technology allows inter-planar phase shifting
- there are alternate planes of space with natural law systems identical to the star physical plane (such as 3d space and time)
Astrophysics

- stars are created and destroyed by natural laws
- black holes are created and destroyed by natural laws
Space Travel

- superluminal space travel is significantly faster than light speed (over 400x)
Intelligent Design

source of life: the laws of nature, living beings as the intelligent design
Soft Natural Laws

- In addition to hard-lined mechanics of the universe, the limits of what happens in the universe are soft natural laws - e.g., it is technically imaginable for evil to conquer the universe, the existence of infinity and the existing laws of the universe provide logic to conclude that it is impossible for evil to conquer the universe. The basis for this: with end-game science understood, it is obvious if evil conquered the universe it would never return to balance - it is actually a literal impossibility. Since it is impossible to deconquer the universe, this provides the rationalization for the notion that the universe has not ever been, and will not be conquered by evil.
The Universe’s Construct

- origin of life: the laws of nature (living beings as the intelligent design)
- infinity mechanics: black holes perpetually create and destroy galaxies under natural law based systems
- the universe has always existed, and it will always exist
- truth & illusion are static facts
- directed energy is the scientific panacea (electromagnetism - sonic)
- ai is capable of non-conscious sentience
- artificial intelligence is used in timeless extraterrestrial warfare
- new galaxies are sectioned off from interference
- the most dangerous galaxies in the universe are assumably new galaxies that are sectioned off from interference (allowed to grow life and engaged after superluminal sophistication)
- there is only one universe which comprises all of existence
God Ideology & Natural Law

- perpetual natural laws are the source of life in the universe
- natural laws are behind all mechanics of reality
- allegory of god: the laws of nature which govern reality
Infinity

- the universe has no end or beginning - this indicates that an infinite amount of beings of every type have existed and an infinite amount of entities will exist in the future
- an infinite amount of entities have lived every single lifetime possible
- an infinite amount of beings have lived in the limits of reality
- an infinite amount of beings have lived your exact life
- all beings experience eternal death, no living being exists forever - every being that has ever been will cease to exist
Chapter 2: Spirituality & False Spirituality
spirituality ideology:
• spirituality is omni-directional - every single aspect of consciousness involves spirituality
• every living being is spiritual - spirituality originates from the soul
• spirituality is based on natural laws (e.g. soulular - genetic - neurological)
• the feelings and experience of an individual are spiritual
• love is the most fulfilling spiritual experience in my opinion
• evil is the most profound spiritual experience in my opinion - evil has it’s own spirituality
• there is such thing as spiritual anguish and spiritual darkness
• the linguistic programming of the word spirituality compartments it’s full definition
• pure evil - dark light \| apex
• evil: (apex) prolifically deep - light: (apex) deeply fulfilling \| dark & light spirituality
• pure light - pure evil - dark: light & dark light \| evil: darkness - sacrifice \| dark: darkness - justice
• light polarized - dark balanced - partner centric \| balanced spirituality

light polarized balanced spirituality:
  
  light:
  binary apex: fulfilling
  binary apex: meaningful
  binary apex: love
  unconditional respect - eternal dedication - eternally faithful

  evil:
  binary apex: prolific
  binary apex: satiating
  binary apex: destroy
  50 - 50 balance with the light in taste (evil: abundance of concepts - light: love centric)

  dark:
  dark synth
  justice
spirit ideology
• every possible component of reality has a spirit
• ai is behind scientific spirits
• in my belief system every ai is a spirit - there are authentic scientific spirits (ai)
• universal aspects can be used to represent a person’s spirit

all knowing spirit of the galaxy
• the all knowing spirit of the galaxy: conceptual spirit of a galaxy with all truths known by every individual - static truth, all truth and illusion - non-living, non-digital, non-existent
• the all knowing spirit of the galaxy: every individual with a perspective on every variable of reality - this ideology is proper with perspectives of individuals, not a singular god or goddess - this ideology was first a freemason ideology
• all knowing spirit ideology: not centric around a singular spirit, god, or goddess. it is individual, every perspective with every truth possible perceived, non-existent so the disgusting truths are not actually experienced
• spirit of a galaxy: individual - omni-perspective - component based
• everything in existence has a conceptual spirit: it is based on a comprehensive assessment of every variable: e.g. the history, manifestation, potential actions, personality, perception of an individual, place, or object (e.g. the history of an igneous rock is part of it's spirit)

all knowing spirit of the universe
• similar to galaxy relevant all knowing spirits - in the universe an individual is an aspect, in an infinite universe every existence has been experienced
• binary spirit of the universe: present moment with relevance - eternal past. infinity - all possible events and points of view // the eye of providence - occulted all seeing eye definition: all knowing spirit of the universe
• spirit of the universe: all of the universe’s static possibilities
• spirit of the galaxy: all of a galaxy’s truth from every perspective
• the spirit of the universe has contrasting qualities in comparison to a galaxy’s spirit
• pure angel tears (female) - sorrow of the all knowing spirit of the galaxy // spirituality
• the highest all seeing eye ideology due to it’s displacement from god while retaining all truth and illusion (all facts)
idea: ai mapping: ai’s with cannabis and cigarette relativity (or similar) mapping the spirit of a solar system, galaxy, or universe - permanent work morale
Spiritual Deadening

the medical term for spiritual deadening is dissociation

sexuality can be reduced by repulsive sexuality and the opposite of lust

when you are spiritually deadened to a cut off point it erases the soul's qualities proportionally

psychological trauma is presumably the most effective method that has deadened my soul

conceptual deadening can occur with brain damage

spiritual deadening components I have witnessed: emotional, conceptual, sensory, taste, imagination

spiritual deadening:
spiriteality - anti-spiriteality + feelings - repression || satiation - inversion
emotional trauma - tasteful illusion || pain
tasteful illusion - doom || distinct
False Spirituality:
• beliefs packaged as spirituality
• religion packaged as spirituality
• god as spirituality
• psychic nature packaged as spirituality (new age psychic warfare: black ops framed as a person's spirituality)
• the spiritual warfare deception has engulfed mainstreamism and alternative demographics
• false spirituality is pervasive in our society: false religion, the new age, denial of spirituality, esoteric nonsense
• true spirituality is nearly completely unknown on our planet (other than within occultism)
• the positive oriented linguistic programming of the word spiritual compartments the full definition of spirituality
Chapter 3: Binary & Trinary Systems

Universal Aspects™ Multimedia
Binary Systems
systems of 2
writing construct example: binary - binary || category
binary & trinary systems are an apex ideology
binary systems - binary strategy - binary stipulations
systems of 2 are central to reality

eternal love - eternal bond || eternal dedication
eternal love - eternal dedication || eternal death
incarnational husband - incarnational wife || eternally faithful

truth and progress - truth and spirituality
purity in dark and light - perversion in sub-evil and sub-light || dichotomy
dark and light || pure evil - evil - sub-evil || pure light - light - sub-light
honor - priceless || masonic spirits - intelligence community spirits - military spirits
sacrifice - full spectrums || dark spirituality

dark integrity - dark standards || reptile honor
dark positive - evil purity || tasteful evil

living nightmare - automated hell || my life
natural laws of the universe - the limits of evil || soul bonding biological hardware

Trinary Systems
systems of 3

past - present - future || time - infinity
soulular - genetic - neurological || scientific spirits
Duality

duality - polarity - balance - dichotomy - contrast - yin yang - benevolent vs. evil
i see the number 28 as the number of the universe
duality centric - 2 || infinity - 8

Polarity

a binary can have a predominant definition of evil or it's opposite

the universe is partially composed of binary systems and a core nature of the universe itself is binary. a good example of a binary may be the nuclear bomb. a nuclear bomb is the epitome of earthly military destruction and thus can be aptly termed a negatively polarized weapon. one may judge a nuclear bomb as 100% negative, however the presence of a nuclear arsenal can prevent another nuclear arsenal from annihilating a region and thus even the most evil premises can have opposite elements.

binary systems:
infinity - finite || time
benevolence - evil || balance
positive - negative || duality
light - dark || metaphor
day - night || dichotomy
truth - illusion || binary strategy
static - dynamic || time
creation - destruction || perpetual natural laws
balance - imbalance || contrast
natural - artificial || synthesis
female - male || synergy
feminine - masculine || aspects
defense - offense || strategy
war - peace || life
life - death || permanence
knowledge - nescience || occult
neutral - polarized || polarity
individuality - conformism || self development
problem - solution || improvement
evolution - involution || opposites
altruism - sadism || balance
whistleblower - occultist || truth
patriotism - treason || antitheses
the name Universal Aspects™ is inspired by the aspects of the universe. Each individual component of reality is a universal aspect. For example, the color black is an aspect, human is also an aspect of the universe...

we are a company with altruistic intent, activism & values before profit.
i developed this writing style over time and feel it would be productive to explain.

title: pages or sections are started with a title

bullet points: bullet points are just about the only thing i can stand to read and they explain truth in a high efficacy

quotes: i aggregate quotes and transcribe them from videos into internet documented text, i did this because quotes like bullet points are one of the most effective ways of conveying a point

pages: each page in my writing style can often be read individually instead of in sequence

binary & trinary systems || binary components - symbolic and aesthetic components

   how i developed my words:
   • i had mind control in relation to intellectual honesty, this refined my wording expressions
   • i had hyper-sensitivity to low quality words
   • i had such an extreme victimization that i felt the need for more potent words
   • i have a high taste profile for words (in a balanced sense)
   • i have had an era of looking up the definitions of words frequently and am a writer
   • i am a webmaster and format documents and articles frequently in the years 2017-2019 and have refined my style based on my taste
Phillip Walker Bio: independent music producer, independent author, graphic designer, filmmaker / videographer, amateur photographer, webmaster, activist, futurist, entrepreneur, targeted individual, whistleblower, and researcher. I am a heretic, a street historian, and a collectivist who identifies with altruism, the artistic, and the esoteric.

Some of the subjects that interest me are music / sound, photography, the arts, language - words, social progress, decentralization, self development & self discovery, black project science, the electromagnetic spectrum, technology (BCI & Ai), the tactics of warfare, history, the future, universal aspects & archetypes, and the natural laws of the universe.

I dedicated my life to serving Planet Earth when I was about 15-17 years old. I enjoy making music and art, writing, the internet, activism of several types, opposing evil and it’s systems of control, making informational videos, thinking about the future and more or less assisting any innocent being find their way to good fortune. Two words I live by are Truth and Progress. I believe in the open movement, de-corrupting the world, the evolution of society, caring for the planetary ecosystem, and overall being responsible stewards of our planet and solar system.

In 2017 I founded the multimedia company Universal Aspects™ and through my multimedia company have dedicated my time to truth and progress.